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Simply The Story (STS) Workshop Locations

***We are now offering an Online STS Workshop***
See below for upcoming trainings

***

Below we list STS workshops now scheduled in various locations worldwide. Many workshops are in remote areas or the registrations are instantly full, so not all workshops are listed. For information on scheduling a world workshop, please write to one of these contacts:

STS Headquarters

Worldwide Contacts

After workshops, attendees show a thirst for learning more stories and deeper training, which has led to the establishment of Oral Bible Schools (OBS). In these OBSs, students gather regularly to learn over 296 stories.

Schedule Options

**One-Stop Workshop Schedule**

This schedule covers the 37 hours needed to teach people how to be an STS Practitioner and starts them on the skill of storytelling. This immediate training to train kind of teaching is central to the rapid growth and replication of STS worldwide.

For these workshops, out-of-area instructors, sometimes even out-of-country instructors, come together to lead the 18-hour workshop.
Then, in the remaining 19 hours, a Practitioner Training is done for people who are new to STS. They are trained up to be able to assist in training the new arrivals. This very full 37-hour schedule has been called "drinking out of a bucket."

**Local Workshops:** Our goal and prayer is to have enough local instructors available all over the world so these local STS instructors are trained up to go into their own communities and to then go home and practice their skills some before they come back the next time to receive more information.

For Local Workshops, most attendees will not have to travel far or stay overnight so there is little or no cost to anyone involved. Directions for setting up Local STS Story Practice gatherings. A few of those cities are listed below within the Upcoming World Workshop information.

Contact the regional leadership or the USA office for full One Stop Practitioner/Trainer 37-hour workshop support.

**Vision Casting:** Also in these "staffed" locations, STS vision castings can be done. Vision casting covers the need for oral strategy, how one can train others in oral storytelling, and provides attendees an opportunity for hands-on learning of digging into a story as well as a glimpse into the how-to of STS.

**Alumni Advanced Workshop**  Those who attend an STS workshop decide later that they want more coaching. We love to spend more time with those who have had workshop training, want to move toward becoming a certified instructor, or have been an STS instructor and want to receive more coaching. Alumni Advanced Workshops are often set up to be one to five days long and can be run as a stand alone or alongside a standard One Stop Workshop.

**Instructor Advanced Training**  If you have had workshop training, want to move toward becoming a certified instructor (and are willing to do some advanced training), lead these trainings. We reserve the right to gauge attendee readiness for this training.

**Comprehensive STS Leadership Training**  These occasional in-depth trainings cover a wide range of skills that prepare qualified attendees for leadership use of STS, including Oral Bible Schools and Country Planting. These 4-to-6-week trainings are currently led at Bethel located at the STS Hemet, CA headquarters. As this is an advanced level training, attendees are selected from interviews and recommendations by lead instructors.

**STS Refund and Cancellation Policy**

Please click here to view the policy on refunds and cancellations.

**Upcoming World Workshops**

(Click on your region of interest.)
Online Workshops

Africa

- East
- Southern
- West

Americas-Central &amp; South

America-North

Asia

Europe/Oceania

Israel
Online Workshops

STS Online

April 2021 Online Assistant Instructor Training
April 19-21, 2021
Compatible Time Zones -- #Europe #Moscow #Thailand

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, April 19-21, 2021 (9:00am-1:30pm EDT, UTC-4)
Click here to determine the start time in your location

For full details, view the registration form

For teaching content details: 951-658-1619 or click to email

May 2021 Online STS Workshop
May 10-13, 17-18, 2021
Compatible Time Zones (UTC-4 - UTC+8) #Europe #Africa #Middle East #India #Thailand

Practitioner workshop
Monday-Thursday, May 10-13, Monday-Tuesday, 17-18, 2021 (8:00am-12:00pm EDT - UTC-4)
Click here to determine the start time in your location.

See registration form for details to view registration form.

Early Bird registration discount until April 23, 2021
Registration will close on May 5, 2021. After May 5, call the number below for details on this workshop.
June 2021 - STS Alumni Advanced Online Training
June 15-17, 2021

3-Day Advanced Training - Tuesday-Thursday, June 15-17, 2021
9:00 am - 5:00pm EDT (GMT-4)
Click here to determine start time in your location.

Click here to register and for full details
For questions call 951-658-1619 or email

CLICK HERE to place your name on waiting list for a future online workshop

Please click here to view the policy on refunds and cancellations

Africa East:
Details on Workshop Locations Africa East:

Local Workshops

- Cities in Africa with staff for Local Workshops and STS Story Practice:
  - Addis Abba, Ethiopia
  - Nairobi, Kenya
  - Maseru, Lesotho
Nairobi, Kenya  
Comprehensive Leadership Training November 11-22, 2019 (CLT)  
(Open to those who have attended a STS workshop. Student enrollment limited)  
For teaching content details or more information, click to email  

Africa-West: Local Workshops  
Cities in Africa-West with staff for Local Workshops and STS Story Practice:  
- Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso  
- Niger  
- Lome, Togo  
- Nigeria  

Americas-Central-South: Local Workshops  
Cities in Americas-Central-South with staff for Local Workshops and STS Story Practice:  
- Cuernavaca, Mexico  
- Huehuetenango, Guatemala  
- Quito, Ecuador
- Concepción, Paraguay

Tijuana, México - Taller para Practicantes
23-25 de octubre del 2020

Taller para practicantes: 23-25 de octubre - viernes, sábado, y domingo

Para un folleto con detalles: haga clic aquí
Para inscribirse en el taller de practicantes STS México: haga clic en el correo electrónico
Para más detalles sobre el taller:

North America: Local Workshops

Cities in USA & Canada with staff for Local Workshops and STS Story Practice:

Banning, CA

Costa Mesa, CA

Hemet, CA

San Francisco, CA

Pasadena, CA
Vista, CA

Ukiah, CA

Colorado Springs, CO

Rockford, IL

Nicholasville, KY

Grand Rapids, MI

Bigfork, MT

Florence, SC

Dallas-Ft. Worth, TX

The Woodlands, TX

Seattle, WA
North America: Scheduled One-Stop Workshops

***We are now offering an Online STS Workshop***
Click here for upcoming online trainings

Due to COVID-19 and restrictions on in-person gatherings, face-to-face trainings are on hold. We hope to return to in-person workshops in the near future. Until then, please check out our online training options.

Please click here to view the policy on refunds and cancellations

Asia: Local Workshops

Cities in Asia with staff for Local Workshops and STS Story Practice:

Bangalore, India

Hyderabad, India

Mumbai, India

Mysore, India

Palampur, India
Dumaguete, Philippines

Asia: Scheduled One-Stop Workshops

Many scheduled but most we do not post.

Multiple workshops take place in India, usually too numerous to post. Please contact us with your state area of interest.

For more information, contact Jean 951-658-1619 or click to email.

Europe-Oceania: Local Workshops

Cities in Europe & Oceania with staff for Local Workshops and STS Story Practice:
Perth, Australia

Belfast, Ireland

Nelson, New Zealand

Europe-Oceania: Scheduled One-Stop Workshops

Bray, Republic of Ireland
****Cancelled due to COVID-19****

For more information  click to email

Israel